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gradient based methods. Here, Texture based methods are
used to separate text regions from their background or
other regions within the image by [18], [23], [37]. In
Connected Component based methods, the image is
divided into a set of smaller components known as
connected components and it repeatedly merge the small
components to form larger components [24], [34]. Edge
based methods are used to define the boundaries within
the regions of the image, that helps to execute image
segmentation and object recognition [1], [20], [35]. In
this paper, we propose a method for detected text using
Localization. Here, first the input video is divided into
frames. The key frame is taken from various frames and
edge is detected by Sobel edge detector. Then the image
is filter using bounding box to remove any noise present
and the image is enhanced and text is detected by
localization process.

Abstract-- Detecting text in videos with complex
background is challenging. Text appearing in videos contains
useful information and it is required for easy understanding of
videos. We propose a novel method that improves the
performance of detecting Tamil text in videos. In this paper,
we propose a different method for detecting Tamil text in
videos using Localization method. Initially, the input video is
divided into ‘n’ number of frames and key frame is selected
from the frames by avoiding temporal redundancy. Then, edge
is detected on the key frame by using Sobel edge detector, then
the image is filtered to remove any noise present by bounding
box algorithm and text region is separated from non text
region by localization process finally the text is detected.
Index terms--Sobel edge, Bounding box, Tamil text,
Localization.

I. INTRODUCTION
The text contained in videos has wide variety of
semantic application. The process to include more
semantic knowledge is to use the text included in the
images and video sequences. It has wide information but
easy to use, e.g., Content-based image analysis. Text
extracted from a video sequence provides natural,
meaningful content that mirror the video‟s content. Text
detected from the video has wider benefits. It is very
useful to describe the contents of video sequence. It is
easily detected and compared to other semantic contents.
Generally, Text is divided into two types, scene text and
caption text. Scene text is the text that appears naturally
while capturing any video. It is also called Graphics Text.
Example for scene text includes: t-shirt, CD cover, sign
board, text on number plate in vehicle, Bottle cover, Text
on shop advertising boards, etc. Caption text is the texts
that are overlaid on the captured video that is text is
artificially superimposed on the given video. It is also
called Superimposed Text. Example for caption text such
as scores in sports videos subtitles in news video, date
and time in video, etc. Throughout the past decade, plenty
of techniques available to detect the text from a video.
Exact behaviour in the process of numerical evaluation.
Edge is defined as object border and extracted by features
such as gray, colour or texture discontinuities [27]. The
text information extraction system (TIE) with four stages
[16]: text detection (finds the text region in the frame),
text localization (groups the text region and generate
bounding boxes), text extraction and enhancement
(extract the text using some classifier and enhance it) and
recognition (verify the extracted text with OCR). Some
text extraction methods are proposed by [6], [15], [16],
[28] they are: texture based methods, connected
component based methods, edge based methods and

II. PREVIOUS WORK
In generally, localization text is very expensive task in
any 2n subset that corresponds to the text. This problem
is resolved by using two techniques sliding window by
[17], [5], [19] where search is limited to a subset of
image. This technique reduces the count of subset is
analyzed for the presence of text to cN where c is the
constant that varies values from less than one to greater
than one for single scale method to relatively large
values. The next technique uses many methods to find
individual character pixel into region using connect
component analyses [10], [21], [22], [25]. Bounding box
algorithm enhances the performances of computers.
Bounding box algorithm will possess only objects that
intersect. Bounding box is intersecting only if its
bounding boxes are intersected. The algorithm that
heuristic for rendering [39] that traditional algorithm is
used for visible surface determination and [40] says that
bounding algorithm also used in animation particularly
for path planning in collision detection. Sobel edge
detector is more accurate other than canny because Sobel
gives more detail for text region and less detail for nontext region [30]. A method which uses soft-threshold
wavelet to remove any noise [33], then Sobel edge
detection operator is used to do edge detection on the
image. The involvement of Image enhancement takes an
image and improves its visual effect by taking benefit of
the response to visual stimulant [32]. To facilitate the
development of the solution for image problems in
computers many enhancement techniques are proposed.
Most of these techniques involve the use of low
illumination or high magnification for the noise persist
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problems. Because of this reason, noise removal
The edges of a single frame are mapped with that of its
continues to be very important image processing process
neighbour ones to check for the frame similarity. When
by [2], [7], [13]. In digital images, spatial domain
we find the inter frame space difference to be high it
represents very important enhancement technique that can
indicates that those frames are similar, so we store only
efficiently use to remove different types of noise.
one frame and discard all the remaining frames. By
performing edge comparison the redundant frames are
eliminated. The frame which contains the text is key
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
We propose a novel method that improves the
frame. Fig 1 shows the result of key frame selection.
performance of detecting Tamil text in videos using
Localization method. In this paper, we propose a different
method for detecting Tamil text in videos using
Localization method. The input video is divided into „n‟
number of frames and key frame is selected from those
frames by avoiding temporal redundancy. Edge is
detected by Sobel edge detector then Filtering is done to
suppress the noise without the edges of the text frame
Fig 1.Key frame selection
being blurred using bounding box method. To enhance
C) Edge Detection
the text region localization and final text is detected by
The digital image which has text can be detected using
eliminating the other regions which are not text.
sobel edge map. Using this edge detector, the image
which has text can be detected accurately. In this sobel
A) Splitting of frames
detector, there are two coordinates namely, x-coordinate
The main purpose of this process is to extract the
and y-coordinate. The x-coordinate will do increasing
frames from the video which contain the texts. Motion
“right-direction” and the y-coordinate will do increasing
pictures/videos are made up of number of consecutive
“down-direction” for detecting the text in the image. For
frames. A frame is a single picture or still image in a
x-coordinate and y-coordinate namely,
and
are
video. Frame is flashed on screen for a short period of
time (usually 1/24th, 1/25th or 1/30th of a second known
used. The edge detection which are using sobel edge map
as frame rate) and then immediately replaced by the next
is to detect text edge in image better than canny. The
one. Frames is a rapid succession of the images blend
sobel edge detector performs 2D convolution operation.
together gives the illusion of movement. So the video
The sobel edge detector which give expression for
(.avi, .mov, .mpg, .flv) is given as input to the System. To
coordinate [13].
check whether there is a change in the scenario or not the
(1)
program will compare and calculate the similarity of each
and every video frames. If any changes occur, the video
Then finds approximate gradient magnitude by
will break and finally the video is splitted into frames
(shots).Then the frames (i.e., jpg files) are saved in a
(2)
separate folder. Here, the video which contains Tamil text
is uploaded and it is divided into „n‟ number of frames by
This edge detector uses 3*3 convolution masks for
reducing the frame rate of the uploaded video into 1
detecting text in the image. The mask which slid over the
second or 0.1 second. We consider the 320 x 240 frames
whole image and square of pixels manipulate at a time to
and frame rate to be one second i.e., one frame per
detect the text. The sobel which express 3*3 convolution
second, the size of the frame is75Kb. We have revealed
masks which is given in the Fig 2[13].By using this
that there are large numbers of frames due to reduction of
detector, the text is detected and noise is removed
frame rate of the video and this will lead to temporal
slightly. And also which the convolution kernel uses
redundancy.
smoothen the text which is detected. The sobel gives fine
details for text and less details for non text. Fig 3 shows
the sobel edge detected for given input.

B) Key Frame Selection
Finding a particular frame in a single continuous
stream of frames taken from a single camera source. (i.e.,
a shot).This process is called key frame selection. In this
paper the key frame is selected from various frames by
removing inter frame redundancy. The temporal
redundancy is avoided by making use of the edge
comparison where edges of the frames are compared with
respect to that of the other frames. The edges of the video
frames are obtained by using the Sobel Edge detector.
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Fig 2. Sobel convolution kernel
the low-level cues namely consistency with distribution
of colour segments and edge image, respect to the
bounding box.
2) This module investigates the approximate solution for
IP. Considering the integer program relaxation solved by
a linear programming solver. Then a new graph cut-based
algorithm called pinpointing which is approximate is
presented used for rounding procedure as relaxed solution
for original IP.
3) The module evaluates on the proposed algorithms with
ground truth for available dataset for segmentation
problems.
Fig 3.Sobel edge for input image

Fig 4(a) shows the image with noise and Fig 4(b) shows
the image without any noise.

D) Bounding Box
Noise reduction is the process of removing unwanted
distortions and it involves smoothening of the image.
Images are often falsified by random variations in
brightness, radiance, or having poor contrast and cannot
be used. Image noise is an undesirable by-product of
image that adds spurious and extraneous information.
Filtering transforms pixel intensity values to reveal
certain image characteristics. Foreground/background
text segmentation of an image is an ambiguous problem.
Interactions with colour distributions and contrast edges
observed in the image on which the practical systems
rely. Several types of interaction paradigms implemented
the most natural and most economical in terms of user
interaction is the bounding box interaction. Initially, it
limits the segmentation process‟s attention to the interior
of the bounding box. It is an easy property to blend into
any algorithm, because all the exterior pixels are simply
assigned to the „Background classes. Another property is
very sedulous to incorporate or even difficult to
formalize. This can be expressed informally as users
provide bounding boxes which are sufficiently tight but
not too loose, or by other words, the segmentation desired
must have parts which are close enough to each sides of
the bounding box. The goal of this module is to develop a
new partition of framework which is capable of imposing
tightness. For some extent, this property of tightness may
be taken into criteria by process which is based on local
curve evolution. This type of method can assume
the“foreground” region to acquire the complete bounding
box then the energy-driven shrinking is performed. The
local minimum found by the process might likely be tight
in the manner stated above, it is because the shrinking
process does not go too far, which the only hope is. Our
framework is a different approach which exploits the
drawbacks of local curve evolution. Alternatively, it
imposes global optimization techniques, convex
continuous optimization and graph cuts namely. In brief
the important aspects and the contributions are as follows
[12]. 1) It proposes a representation of the idea of
tightness. Hence the result is the task segmentation of the
image by the integer program (IP). This program, applies

Fig 4(a) input image with noise.

Fig 4(b) Filtered image

E) Localization process
The process of localization consists of enhancing the
text regions by eliminating the other regions that are not
text. In a text usually all characters appears closer to each
other. Thus morphological dilation operation can be
performed in order to eliminate the pixels that are far
away from the region. It is basically an operation which
expands or enhances the region of interest using the
structuring element. The outcome of this process consists
of image with some non-text regions are noise which will
be eliminated by the upcoming phase. Morphological
techniques typically probe an image with a small shape or
template known as a structuring element. The
structuring element which is in morphological dilation is
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to be positioned at all locations in the image and is to be
Ashida
0.55
HW David
0.44
compared with the comparable neighbourhood of pixels.
Q.Zhu
0.33
The shapes and size which are adapted to property of
J.Kim
0.22
geometry objects are represented in Fig 5 (a)
Todoran
N.Ezaki

0.19
0.18

0.46
0.46
0.40
0.28
0.18
0.36

Our new database with standard dataset as Hua‟s data of
35 video frames [10]. Our dataset includes 100
arbitrarily-oriented video frames (almost all scene text)
300 horizontal text frames (300 English graphics and 500
Tamil text frames). Our result on precision and recall rate
is compared with other existing methods that are, [34],
[3], [7], [38], [18], [41], [11] is illustrated in Table 1. The
main reason to compare these existing methods with our
method is because the existing system has few constraints
for the complex background. The experimentation of the
proposed algorithm was carried out on the various types
of videos. These videos will vary on their background,
orientation and size of the text. The performance of the
proposed system is evaluated on the basis of the
precision, recall. The performance measures are defined
as follows [26].

Fig 5(a). Geometry property for object

Fig 5 (b). Localization for input image

(3)
(4)
Where,
Truly Detected Block (
), a detected block that
contains at least one true character.
Falsely Detected Block (
), a detected block that does
not contain text.
Actual Number of Text Blocks (
), in the images.

Fig 5 (c). Text detected

The localization process which is next to filtering
which gives enhancing text regions and eliminating nontext regions, removes noise. In this morphological
dilation technique is used. The dilation operator takes
input as two pieces of data. For a binary image
processing, white pixels which are normally taken as to
represent foreground regions, whereas black pixels
which are to denote background. Fig 5 (b) shows the
localization for the input image and text is recognized and
shown in Fig 5(c).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our proposed system is evaluated and effectiveness of
our method is checked on camera based images by
Table 1.Comparison of precision rate and recall rate
Precision rate
Recall rate
Our method
Chen

0.81
0.60

0.88
0.60
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(a)
(a) Original image with text

(b)
(b) Detected text

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed efficient method for
Tamil text detection in video by splitting the video into n
number of frames and key is selected from the frames and
edge is detected by using with the help of the Sobel edge
detector. This Filtering process is done by bounding
boxes to remove noise in complex background of video
frames. Localisation process enhances the text and
separates the text region from non-text region. Thus,
finally text is detected. Even though the proposed system
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[17] L. Jung-Jin, P.-H. Lee, S.-W. Lee, A. Yuille, and C. Koch.
will extract the text from videos effectively. It has some
Adaboost for text detection in natural scene. In ICDAR
limitations like scrolling text cannot be detected properly.
2011, pages 429–434, 2011.

V. FUTURE WORK
In future we try to detect scrolling Tamil text from
videos and extraction of the scene text from complex
background.

[18] K. Kim, K. Jung, and J. Kim, “Texture-based approach for
text detection in images using support vector machines and
continuously adaptive mean shift algorithm,” IEEE Trans.
Pattern Anal. Mach. Intell., vol. 25, no. 12, pp. 1631–1639,
Dec. 2003.
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